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1. Potential polynomial-searching attacks for the wild McEliece cryptosystem
can be avoided by hiding the wild codes: consider codes built on polynomials
f · gq−1 as suggested in [2].

2. Augot-Finiasz-Sendrier's 2-regular decoding algorithm [1] is an equivalent of
Prange's plain information-set decoding algorithm [6]. Using collision-decoding
techniques for 2-regular decoding yields an exponential speedup [3] over [1].

3. Recent improvements make 2-regular decoding a competitor of Wagner's gen-
eralized birthday attack for �nding collisions in fast syndrome-based hash func-
tions [4].

4. Post-quantum cryptography is the most promising way to protect sensitive
data in the long term.

5. The designers of post-quantum encryption schemes should follow the NIST
recommendation [5] of abandoning 80-bit security and aim at higher security
levels.

6. Extension of the statement in Chapter 8 of this thesis �1000-bit security is
far away from having any real-world relevance.� Even going beyond our world
doesn't help. There are fewer atoms in the observable universe; a rough esti-
mate is 2265.

7. Genus-1 algebraic-geometry codes are widely thought to be useless for code-
based cryptography. This belief ignores the bene�ts of sub�eld subcodes.

8. Edwards curves can speed up elliptic-curve primality proving.

9. EECM should be used as part of the Number Field Sieve.

10. Addition of 0 is negligible.

11. Plagiarism is not a boyish prank.

12. No star�sh were harmed in the writing of this thesis.
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